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Alina: Visual art gives voice to the inner fulfillment 

 

Alina Asproniu, Romania  

Sector: Audio-visual arts 

Position: Self-employed 

About me  

I was born in Drobeta-Turnu Severin, Mehedinti (Romania). 

I moved to Timisoara for studies, and I decided to remain 

here because the city offers several opportunities and has a 

strong cultural influence. I am so satisfied with what I can 

achieve with a brush and a few tools that I cannot include 

in the description. Visual art helps me to express myself, to 

calm down when I feel like I cannot control my emotions.  

When I cannot express my emotions and ideas in words, I 

show them through painting, colors, contrasts. The "inner 

peace" brought by audio is not lacking when I focus all my 

skills in one direction. I really like to add sounds that calm 
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me when I paint, when I create handmade things or when I participate with ideas in creating a 

sculpture. I have a master’s degree in Human Resources, so everything I do for audio-visual art 

comes from a passion and an extreme desire to make others happy. 

 

My way to the CCS and main achievements before the Pandemic  

In general, when you look back, you realize that you have so much to tell, you have followed so 

many steps and gone through so many situations to get here. And yes, that is the most important 

thing: to have stories to tell, to be proud that you were so strong and went through so many 

situations just to get where you want. My way to the CCS was full of intense feelings and 

emotionally charged moments because we all know that the cultural and artistic sector is not 

‘’well received’’ by many of us. But do you know why? Because they cannot look beyond 

appearances.  

You should have something extra 

compared to what everyone else 

has. The pandemic period 2020-

2021 made me realize once again 

that audio-visual art is "my friend in 

the shadows." The pandemic 

context did not limit my activity 

very much because everything I did 

before the pandemic; I did during it 

as well. I consider achievements 

before the pandemic everything 

related to the number of my 

paintings, the multitude of 

handmade things designed by me. 

Yes, I consider achievement also 

my integration in Human Resources 

because all the knowledge gained there will help me get closer to people. Before the pandemic 

period I learned very well how to use the Facebook page to exhibit my visual creations. I always 

offered to create visual things for my classmates, but also for the teachers to show our gratitude 

to them. 
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The challenges faced during the Pandemic and innovation solutions to overcome 

them.  

The challenges appear anytime and anywhere, but it seems that in CCS more often and more 

easily. The pandemic period seemed to bring to 

light even more how sensitive the artistic sector is. 

On the one hand I felt powerless, but on the other 

hand I tried to find simple but effective solutions. 

And I did it: I painted more and more with each 

passing day; I created more and more handmade 

things; I stayed more and more in the online 

environment, and I promoted more and more the 

benefits of visual art.  

I enjoyed the ‘’beauty’’ brought by the audio art and 

I tried to find a balance between the panic on the 

streets and the calm in the house. I overcame all the 

obstacles through positive thinking, even if with one 

eye I laughed and with another eye I cried. 

I learned from the challenges of the pandemic that 

audio-visual art does not let you fall, it is so 

beautiful, so deep that it does not let you give it up.                                                                                           

I convinced my friends to help me with a share to 

make others smile when they see a painting made with soul. You really need to move on to a few 

other simple but innovative solutions to promote yourself as much as possible online. You have 

to start by combining work in the visual arts with other small elements of satisfaction: financial 

(but at a price below the market average because the audio-visual arts are first about gratitude 

and passion, then about money); learning more and more from other good practices applied at 

European level but also beyond etc. 

‘’Be the BUTTERFLY behind the visual arts! 

Let the audio art be given by the raindrops and the sound of the creative wind.’’ 
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My future plans and aspirations for developing my career in CCS 

My plans and aspirations for the future are ‘’visual’’ as well because I want to start painting larger 

paintings, I want to venture more into sculpture (to discover its meanings) and I want to get more 

involved in audio art to bring a balance in the CCS. I plan to find out how much I can spread my 

wings in CCS. 

My suggestion for those who wish to work in CCS  

I would recommend to those who want to venture into CCS to not forget that they have 

something that others may not have: wings to venture to unknown heights. CCS can also bring 

you financial satisfaction because we have so many painters and sculptors, DJs, etc. who are well-

known in Europe. The big museums pay a lot of money to have access to some of their creations. 

 

 

 

Self-reflection questions 

1. What have I learned from this story?  

2. What have I learned on how to keep my confidence to overcome obstacles in CCS? 

3. How will I use what I have learned in the future? 

 

 

This good practice story is prepared by Centrul pentru Promovarea Invatarii 

Permanente - CPIP, Romania. 

 

 


